In this paper we introduce the notion of J-fusion frame for a Krein space K. We prove some basic results regarding J-fusion frame. We also approximate J-fusion frame bounds of a J-fusion frame by the upper and lower bounds of the synthesis operator. Finally we provide a necessary and sufficient condition under which the image of J-fusion frame under a bounded invertible linear map is also a J-fusion frame.
Introduction
The frame theory was introduced by Duffin and Schaeffer [1] in the year 1952. But after 30 years Daubechies et al. [2] published a landmark paper in 1986 working on a series of functions in L 2 (R). Their work allows us to work with a set of linearly dependent vectors so that we can represent any element as a infinite series expansion of the chosen linearly dependent vectors. Since then the theory of frames begun to be more widely studied with the help of some powerful tools from Operator theory, Banach space theory and many more. Today frame theory has applications in every modern applied mathematics. Frame theory used in signal processing, image processing, data compression and sampling theory. One of the emerging application of frame theory is to calculate the effect of losses in packet-based communication system and in data transmission. In order to tackle this problems the theory of fusion frames evolved. The idea behind fusion frame is to construct local frames and add them together to get the global frame. Fornasier [21] used this idea to quasi-orthogonal subspaces. Casazza et al. [3] formulate a general method to introduce fusion frame in Hilbert spaces. Asgari et al. [4] also worked on fusion frames. They defined frames and bases of subspaces in Hilbert spaces. Different aspects and applications of fusion frame can be seen in [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Since fusion frame in Hilbert space has such a huge application so it is a natural demand to extend these ideas in Banach space frame theory and also in Krein space frame theory. Some work already had been done in this direction [22] [23] [24] . In this paper we are interested to extend the idea of fusion frame in Krein space frame theory. Krein space has some interesting application in modern analysis. The theory of frames in Krein space can be found in [25-27, 29, 30] . P. Acosta-Humánez et al. [28] defined fusion frames in Krein spaces. In their work they found a correspondence between fusion frames in Hilbert spaces and fusion frames in Krein spaces. But their definition involves fundamental symmetry in Krein space which is not unique.
In this article we define fusion frame in Krein spaces in a more geometric setting motivated by the work of Giribet et al. [26] .
Preliminaries

Preliminary Notes
In this section we briefly recall some basis notations, definitions and some important properties useful for our further study. For more detailed information we refer the following references [3, 4, 18, 20, 25, 26, 29, 30] . (i) K is a linear space over the field F , where F is either R or C.
On Krein spaces
(ii) there exists a bilinear form
for any x, y, z ∈ K, a, b ∈ F , where [·, ·] denote the complex conjugation.
(iii) The vector space K admits a canonical decomposition
are Hilbert spaces relative to the norms
Now every canonical decomposition of K generates two mutually complementary projectors P + and P − (P + + P − = I, the identity operator on K ) mapping K onto K + and K − respectively. Thus for any x ∈ K, we have P ± = x ± , where x + ∈ K + and x − ∈ K − . The projectors P + and P − are called canonical projectors. The linear operator J : K → K defined by the formula J = P + − P − is called the canonical symmetry of the Krein space K. The J-metric defined by the formula [x, y] J = [x, Jy], where x, y ∈ K. The vector space K associated with the J-metric is a Hilbert space, called the associated Hilbert space of the Krein space K.
Definition of J-frames in Krein Spaces
Let (K, [·, ·], J) be a Krein space. Suppose F = {f n : n ∈ N} is a Bessel sequence of K and T ∈ L(ℓ 2 (I), K) (ℓ 2 (I) := {(c i ) : i∈I |c i | 2 < ∞}) is the synthesis operator for the Bessel sequence F . Let
. Also let P ± denote the orthogonal projection of ℓ 2 (I) onto ℓ 2 (I ± ). Let T ± = T P ± , M ± = span{f i : i ∈ I ± } then we have R(T ) = R(T + ) + R(T − ), where R(T ) represents range of the operator T .
Definition 3.2.
[26] A Bessel sequence F is said to be a J-frame for K if R(T + ) is a maximal uniformly J-positive subspace of K and R(T − ) is a maximal uniformly J-negative subspace of K.
On Hilbert space fusion frame
We mention some definitions and results of Hilbert space fusion frame theory. Let π M be the orthogonal projection from the Hilbert space H onto the subspace M of H. Then the range space of the projection is M i.e. R(π M ) = M and the null space of this orthogonal projection is
Definition 3.3. Let I be some index set and {W i : i ∈ I} be a family of closed subspaces in H. Also let {v i : i ∈ I} be a family of weights i.e.
C and D are known as lower and upper bounds respectively for the fusion frame. If C = D then the fusion frame is known as C-tight fusion frame and if C = D = 1 then the fusion frame is known as Parseval fusion frame. Moreover, a fusion frame is called v-uniform, if v := v i = v j for all i, j ∈ I. The family of subspaces {W i : i ∈ I} is an orthonormal basis of subspaces if
The following theorem provides a nice interaction between frames in Hilbert spaces and fusion frames in Hilbert spaces.
Theorem 3.4. [3] For each i ∈ I + , let v i > 0 and let {f ij } j∈J i be a J-frame sequence in K with frame bounds A i and B i . Define W i = span j∈J i {f ij } for all i ∈ I + . Also let M + = i∈I + W i be a maximal uniformly J-positive subspace of K and {e ij } j∈J i is orthonormal basis for each subspace W i . Suppose that 0 < A = inf i∈I + ≤ B = sup i∈I + B i < ∞. The following conditions are equivalent.
(1) {v i f ij } i∈I,j∈J i is a frame for H. (2) {v i e ij } i∈I,j∈J i is a frame for H.
Now we need the following construction.
For each family of subspaces {W i } i∈I of H, we define the space ( i∈I ⊕W i ) ℓ 2 by
It is a positive, selfadjoint, invertible linear operator on H.
Main results
On orthogonal projection on Krein spaces
Let π M be an orthogonal projection in a Krein space K onto M. Then π 
Let us assume that M is a regular subspace of K, then the J-orthogonal projection from K onto M exists, let it be Q M . In general we couldn't find the relation between Q M and π M . But if M is also uniformly J-definite, then we have the following lemma which we thought mentioning.
Then by the definition of J-orthogonal projection we have
is itself a Hilbert space. So let P W be the orthogonal projection from M onto W . The above lemma states that
The space
i∈I ⊕W i ℓ 2 Let {W i : i ∈ I}) be a collection of non-indefinite subspaces of the Krein space K. We consider the space
where f, g ∈ i∈I ⊕W i . If the series is unconditionally convergent then [·, ·] defines an inner product on i∈I ⊕W i .
Definition of J-fusion frames in Krein space
Let I be some index set and let {v i : i ∈ I} be a family weights i.e. v i > 0 ∀ i ∈ I. Let {W i : i ∈ I} be a Bessel family of closed non-indefinite subspaces of a Krein space K with synthesis operator
and denote by P ± the orthogonal projection onto ( i∈I ± ⊕W i ) ℓ 2 . Also, let
i∈I ⊕W i : i∈I f i 2 J < ∞ . We will use this space frequently in our work.
Let H be a finite dimensional Hilbert space. Then from the theory of Hilbert space fusion frame we know that any complete family of subspaces is a fusion frame for H with respect to some arbitrary weights {v i }. But similar to the J-frame theory of Krein spaces, any complete family of non-neutral subspaces in a finite dimensional Krein space may not be a J-fusion frame for that Krein space. 
} is a family of uniformly J-definite subspace of R 3 , where
e 3 } and W 3 = span{e 3 }. Then for any family of weights {v i : i ∈ {1, 2, 3}}, the collection W is not a J-fusion frame of R 3 . But it is a fusion frame for (R 3 , [·, ·] J ), considered as a Hilbert spaces.
be the analysis operator for the above fusion frame then T *
The following theorem is a generalization of a theorem in [26] in J-fusion frame setting.
Without any loss of generality we only considering the positive part. So we have, 
So we are done. Remark 1. Let {f i : i ∈ I} be a J-frame for the Krein space K. We assume that M is a uniformly J-definite subspace of K. Then we know that
is also a frame for the subspace M in Hilbert space sense. 
Proof. Let {v i f ij } i∈I + ,j∈J i be a J-frame for K.
Here these J-frames either consists of only positive elements or only negative elements. Without any loss of generality we choose the pair
Then we can proceed as above. This proves that {(W i , v i ) : i ∈ I} is a J-fusion frame of subspaces for K. A careful investigation of the above implication reveals that the implications are vice versa. So we prove that (1) ⇔ (2). Now let F = {(W i , v i ) : i ∈ I} be a J-fusion frame for the Krein space K. Then {W i : i ∈ I + } is a collection of uniformly J-positive subspaces of K and {W i : i ∈ I − } is a collection of uniformly J-negative subspaces of K. Let T 
By using similar arguments as above we have T 
Proof. Let
i ∈ I} be a J-fusion frame for K so M + = i∈I + W i and M − = i∈I − W i . From this it readily follows that
In terms of the inequality (4.1) we have
let T J(W ),v be the synthesis operator for the J-fusion frame {(J(W i ), v i ) : i ∈ I}. By using similar arguments we also have T
Bounds of J-fusion frame
Here we want to calculate J-fusion frame bounds of a J-fusion frame in a Krein space. Let F = {(W i , v i ) : i ∈ I} be a J-frame of subspaces for the Krein space K. Then for all f ∈ M + we have
Comparing with equation (4.1) we have
Using corollary (4.4), we have T
Comparing with equation (4.1) we have 
and also the domain of definition of K is K + . Similarly let Q be the angular operator of M − with respect to
and also the domain of definition of Q is K − .
The J -fusion frame operator
Let {(W i , v i } i∈I be a J-fusion frame for the Krein space K. 
. These together implies that f = 0. Hence S W,v is injective. To prove the surjectivity of S W,v we consider the oblique decomposition of K. We can write
Proof. We observe that the operator S
is maximal uniformly J-positive and J-negative subspace respectively. So from the definition of J-fusion frame we have that
Let (K, [·, ·], J) be a Krein space and {f i : i ∈ I} be a J-frame for the Krein space K. Then a careful investigation reveals that the sequence is not arbitrarily scattered in the Krein space. In fact the set of all positive elements form a maximal uniformly J-positive subspace M + = span{f i : i ∈ I + } and the set of all negative elements form a maximal uniformly Jnegative subspace M − = span{f i : i ∈ I − }. Now if we apply the J-frame operator S −1 on the J-frame sequence then we know that the corresponding image set also decomposes the Krein space into two halves namely M − . So we have a nice distribution of the set {S −1 f i : i ∈ I}. So in a rough sense we can say that the inverse of the J-frame operator i.e. S −1 rotates any uniformly J-definite subspace onto a uniformly J-definite subspace preserving the definiteness. Now let −∞ < B − ≤ A − < 0 < A + ≤ B + < ∞ be the optimal J-frame bounds for the J-frame {f i : i ∈ I}. Now {S −1 f i : i ∈ I} is the cannonical J-dual frame for {f i : i ∈ I} in the Krein space K. So the optimal frame bounds of this frame exists. We want to find a relation between the optimal bounds of the given J-frame and corresponding cannonical J-dual frame.
Theorem 5.4. Let {f i : i ∈ I} be a J-frame for the Krein space K with optimal frame bounds −∞ < B − ≤ A − < 0 < A + ≤ B + < ∞. Then the cannonical J-dual frame has optimal frame bounds −∞ <
Proof. Let S be the J-frame operator for the J-frame {f i : i ∈ I}. Now consider the operator S + | M + , it is a bijective, J-positive and J-selfadjoint. Also it is a frame operator for {f i :
. Hence from the definition of J-frame it easily follows 
, where σ i = 1 if i ∈ I + and
Proof. Let S denote the frame operator for {f i : i ∈ I}. Then we have
. From operator theory we have
Now if we choose g = S(f ), then the above equation reduces to
Now replacing I 1 by I c 1 we can have the other part of the equality. Combining we finally get
Theorem (5.4) can easily be generalized in the setting for J-fusion frame. We only state the result in the following theorem. Casazza et al. [3] calculated cannonical J-fusion frame bounds in a more general setting. But an error was pointed out by Gavruta [20] . But we cannot calculate cannonical J-fusion frame bounds similar to their approach which we will point out later.
Theorem 5.6. Let {(W i , v i ) : i ∈ I} be a J-fusion frame for the Krein space K with optimal frame bounds −∞ < B − ≤ A − < 0 < A + ≤ B + < ∞. Then the cannonical J-dual fusion frame has optimal frame bounds −∞ < 
i ∈ I} be a J-fusion frame for the Krein space K. Then our question is that for any bounded invertible linear operator T :
i ∈ I} also a J-fusion frame for K. Now to form J-fusion frame the subspaces T (W i ) must be uniformly definite. For each i ∈ I, the subspaces are certainly closed. We now provide an example to show that the image of a closed, uniformly definite subspace under a bounded invertible linear operator may be neutral subspace. Example 2. We will define an inner product [·, ·] on the sequence space ℓ 2 in the following way. Let {e n } n∈N be the countable orthonormal basis. Let [e 2n , e 2n ] = −1, [e 2n−1 , e 2n−1 ] = 1 for all n ∈ N and also [e i , e j ] = 0 for i = j. Let J : ℓ 2 → ℓ 2 defined by J( n∈N c n e n ) = ( n∈N σ n c n e n ), where n∈N c n e n ∈ ℓ 2 and σ n = 1 if n is odd, σ n = 1 if n is even. Then the triple (ℓ 2 , [·, ·], J) form a Krein space. Consider the invertible linear operator T : ℓ 2 → ℓ 2 defined by T ({c n } n∈N ) = (c 1 + c 2 , c 1 + 2c 2 , c 3 , . . .). Now let M = span{e 1 }. Then M is a uniformly J-positive definite subspace. But T (M) = span{(1, 1, 0, . . .)} is a neutral subspace of ℓ 2 .
Now we will consider some restrictions on the linear operator T so that {(T (W i ), v i ) : i ∈ I} also a J-fusion frame for K. We will also calculate the corresponding J-fusion frame bounds. Proof. Let I + = {i ∈ I : [f i , f i ] ≥ 0 for all f i ∈ W i } and I − = {i ∈ I : [f i , f i ] < 0 for all f i ∈ W i }. For i ∈ I + choose W i . Since T preserves definiteness hence without loss of generality let T (W i ) is also uniformly Jpositive. Now M + = i∈I + W i is maximal uniformly J-positive subspace of K. Now T ( i∈I + W i ) = i∈I + T (W i ) = T (M + ) ⊂ K is also maximal uniformly J-positive subspace of K. Similarly for i ∈ I − we can show that T ( i∈I − W i ) = T (M − ) ⊂ K is a maximal uniformly J-negative subspace of K. Hence we have a decomposition of K i.e. K = T (M + ) ⊕ T (M − ). Now let θ be the synthesis operator for the Bessel sequence of subspaces {W i , v i ) : i ∈ I}. Then the mapping T θ is well defined. From the definition of J-fusion frame it easily follows that {(T (W i ), v i ) : i ∈ I} is a J-fusion frame for the Krein space K.
Remark 2. The conditions of the above theorem is sufficient but not necessary. In fact we can restrict the second condition on T . We know that M + = i∈I + W i is maximal uniformly J-positive subspace of K and M − = i∈I − W i is maximal uniformly J-negative subspace of K. If T (M + ) and T (M − ) is also maximal uniformly J-definite but of opposite sign. Then we have our necessary condition.
Theorem 5.9. Let {(W i , v i ) : i ∈ I} be a J-fusion frame for a Krein space K and T be a bounded invertible linear operator on K such that {(T (W i ), v i ) : i ∈ I} is also a J-fusion frame for K. Then (i) T preserves definiteness.
(ii) T (M + ) and T (M − ) is maximal uniformly J-definite but of opposite sign.
